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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: 
 
Introduction 
 
The difference between ComEd’s and IIEC’s/DOE’s proposed compliance rates for the High 
Voltage Delivery Class concerns the Distribution Facilities Charge  (“DFC”) to be applied to that 
portion of the High Voltage customer’s load served by ComEd lines entering the customer 
premises at or above 69,000 volts (“69 kV”).  In ComEd’s original response to ALJ Post-Record 
DR 1, and assuming an across-the-board increase using the Proposed Order’s revenue 
requirement, ComEd designed its proposed compliance rates with a single Distribution Facility 
Charge (“DFC”) of approximately $1.19/kW for all load served by lines entering the customer 
premises at or above 69 kV.  This proposal did not make a differentiation of the DFC by 
customer demands, and is based on ComEd’s reading of the Commission Orders in its last rate 
case, Docket No. 05-0597, and the Proposed Order issued in this proceeding. 
 
In response to ComEd’s proposed compliance rates, IIEC/DOE address the DFC applicable to 
that portion of the High Voltage customer’s load that is served by lines entering the customer 
premises at or above 69 kV and suggest that ComEd should have included two DFCs for that 
portion of load of those customers: 1) a DFC of approximately $1.14/kW for customers with 
demands above 10 MW; and 2) a DFC of approximately $1.78/kW for customers with demands 
less than or equal to 10 MW.   
 
Compared to ComEd’s proposed compliance rates, the IIEC/DOE proposal would result in an 
approximate $0.05/kW decrease in the DFC for the 26 high voltage customers with demands in 
excess of 10 MW, while increasing the DFC by approximately $0.59/kW for the 41 high voltage 
customers with demands less than or equal to 10 MW.   
 
For loads entering customer premises at voltages below 69 kV, there is no discrepancy between 
the ComEd and the IIEC/DOE proposed compliance rates. 
 
Explanation of ComEd’s Position 
 
In ComEd’s 2005 rate case, Docket No. 05-0597, DOE proposed that there should be two DFCs 
applicable for the High Voltage Delivery Class.  DOE’s proposal did not include a distinction on 
the basis of kW demand for the application of those charges.  Instead, DOE’s proposal included a 
distinction based on the voltage entering the premises for the application of those DFCs.  In its 
Order in that proceeding, entered July 26, 2006, the Commission adopted DOE’s proposal and 
essentially directed that ComEd’s rates include two separate DFCs for the High Voltage Delivery 
Class: one DFC for load served by ComEd lines entering the customer premises at high voltage 
(at or above 69 kV), and a separate DFC for load served by lines entering the customer premises 
at lower voltages (below 69 kV), which the Order referred to as “standard voltage.”  In that 
Order the Commission stated: 
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While the Commission concurs that reducing the existing number of delivery rate 
classes is appropriate, it also believes ComEd (sic) proposal creates too few rate 
classes.  ComEd’s rationale for proposing the High Voltage Delivery Class was to 
take into account the fact that high voltage customers do not utilize a significant 
portion of ComEd’s overall distribution system and therefore have a lower cost of 
service.  However, the Commission cannot understand how this logic can be 
extended to the portion of customers’ service provided at standard voltage.  Thus 
ComEd’s proposal to extend the high voltage discount to service provided at 
standard voltage is rejected.  ComEd is directed to file tariffs that comply with 
these findings and not to extend the high voltage discount to service provided at 
standard voltage.  

 
Order at 199.  That Order neither directed nor suggested that the High Voltage Delivery Class 
should be subdivided on the basis of the customers’ kW demand.  In fact, the Commission 
rejected an IIEC proposal that a separate class be maintained for customers with demands in 
excess of 10 MW and served at high voltage.  Order at 199.  Accordingly, ComEd filed tariff 
sheets in compliance with that Order on August 11, 2006, which became effective on 
September 10, 2006, and which were to become operational on January 2, 2007.  Among those 
tariff sheets was 1st Revised Sheet No. 370 from Rate RDS.  (For the convenience of the ALJs, 
that tariff sheet is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.)  That tariff sheet reflected that there were to be 
two DFCs for the High Voltage Delivery Class.  The first, $1.66/kW, was to be applied to loads 
served by lines entering the customer premises at or above 69 kV.  The second, $5.56/kW, was 
to be applied to loads served by lines entering the customer’s premises below 69 kV.  The 
Commission accepted the tariff sheet as filed.  
 
In its Order on Rehearing in Docket No. 05-0597, entered December 20, 2006, the Commission 
revised the DFCs for the High Voltage Delivery Class, approving DFCs that differed on the basis 
of customers’ kW demand.  The Commission stated that: 
 

The distinction of distribution facilities charges for load served at Standard 
Voltage versus load served at High Voltage within the High Voltage Delivery 
Class (as shown on 1st Revised Sheet No. 370 of Rate RDS filed August 11, 2006 
in compliance with the Commission’s July 26, 2006 Order) should be eliminated 
in order to facilitate implementation for January 2, 2007.  ComEd Exhibit 62.0, 
24:508-520. 

 
Order on Rehearing at 67 (emphasis added).  In this proceeding DOE described the 
Commission’s conclusions for the High Voltage Delivery Class in its prior Order on Rehearing 
as “temporarily suspending” the instructions it gave in its Order in Docket No. 05-0597.  
Proposed Order at 217.  IIEC also recognized that the Commission’s conclusions for the High 
Voltage Delivery Class in its prior Order on Rehearing were temporary in its Reply Brief on 
Exceptions in this proceeding.  IIEC RBOE at 41-42.  The Proposed Order accepts DOE’s 
position.  Proposed Order at 219. 
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Based on the foregoing discussion, ComEd reasoned as follows in designing its proposed 
compliance rates for the High Voltage Delivery Class: 
 
1. The Commission in its July 26, 2006 Order in Docket No. 05-0597 initially directed that 
the DFCs for the High Voltage Delivery Class should vary on the basis of the voltage at which 
service enters the customer premises (at the 69 kV break point), based on cost to serve. 
 
2. In the July 26, 2006 Order in Docket No. 05-0597 the Commission rejected the proposed 
subdivision of the High Voltage Delivery Class on the basis of kW demand (at the 10 MW break 
point). 
 
3. In its Order on Rehearing in Docket No. 05-0597 the Commission temporarily suspended 
the distinction in the DFCs for the High Voltage Delivery Class on the basis of voltage (at the 69 
kV break point). 
 
4. In its Order on Rehearing in Docket No. 05-0597 the Commission required the distinction 
in the DFCs for the High Voltage Delivery Class on the basis of kW demand (at the 10 MW 
break point) as a proxy for a voltage differentiation to facilitate quick implementation of new 
charges. 
 
5. The Proposed Order in this proceeding adopts DOE’s position with respect to the High 
Voltage Delivery Class.  The Proposed Order thereby adopts the rate design for the High Voltage 
class initially approved in Docket No. 05-0597, which featured a single DFC for the portion of 
load served by lines entering the customer premises at or above 69 kV and does not additionally 
differentiate the DFC on the basis of kW demand for that portion of load.  
 
Based upon the foregoing, the rate design spreadsheet provided in response to the ALJs’ Post 
Record DR 1 incorporates a single DFC, $1.19074/kW, to be applied to the portion of the 
maximum kilowatts delivered (“MKD”) for load entering the customer premises at high voltage 
(at or above 69 kV) and then incorporates the relevant DFCs from the other delivery classes to be 
applied to the portions of the MKD for load entering the customer premises at lower voltages 
(below 69 kV). 


